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GAS PRESSURE FROM A NUCLEAR EXPLOSION 
IN OIL SHALE 

Abstract 

In this report we estimate the quantity for oil shale containing less than a fev 
of gas and the gas pressure resulting from 
a nuclear explosion in oil shale. These 
estimates are based on the thermal history 
of the rock during and after the explo
sion and the amount of gas that oil shale 
releases when heated. We estimate that 

percent of kerogen the gas pressure will 
he lower than the hydrostatic pressure. 
A field program to determine the effects 
of nuclear explosions in rocks that sim
ulate the unique features of oil shale 
is recomniended. 

Introduction 

The use of nuclear explosives to frac
ture oil shale has been under consideration 
for more than 10 years. The idea devel
oped into an in situ oil-recovery scheme 
called Project Bronco, a joint effort of 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory. Recently the idea 

2 was reconsidered as Project Utah, but 
neither of these projects was carried out. 

Because of the recent increase in the 
value of oil, the recovery of oil from 
shale is aore attractive than ever. Al
though a large amount of oil shale can be 
mined by conventional techniques, most of 
the vast oil shale reserves in the United 
States are too deep to be recovered in 
this way. According to a recent study' 
that takes into account advances in the 
use of nuclear explosives since the tine 
of Project Bronco, the use of nuclear 
explosives appears to be the least expen
sive way of recovering oil from deep 
shale. 

.3,4 

What stands in the way of starting a 
program to find out whether it pays tc use 
nuclear explosions to recover oil from 
oil shale? The principal technical prob
lem seems to be safety. Before the first 
nuclear explosion can be detonated in oil 
shale, we must be certain that the radio
active products of a nuclear explosion 
will remain underground. After sore 
underground nuclear explosions, escaping 
gas has brought solid and gaseous radio
active materials to the surface. The 
greater the anount of gas released by a 
nuclear explosion, the more likely it is 
that some will escape to the surface. The 
amount of gas released is related to the 
amount of volatile matter in th«? rock. 
Oil shale contains organic rcatter, which 
releases gas when nested; it alio contains 
water and carbonates. Figure 1 shows how 
much more gas is released at llKiCrC by vil 

shales than by other rocks. 

In this report we est.!mate the pres
sure that will result from a nuclear 



0 4 8 12 
Noncondensable gas released at lOOO^C - moles-kg 

•Tm-r. hc-.ilod to lOfiOV, .>!] -l..iK-
fion tiu* i"rt.fr. !:ivur lYrr.at 10:1 
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*;as th.in n.'st otru-r fcir.d* o: r^ck. 
The shaded areas rerrt-sent the 
ranges for tht- various kinds L-: 
zed.. 

explosion in oil shale. The estimate is 
based on our current understanding of the 
amount of rock heated by a nuclear explo

sion and on laboratory determinations of 
the amount of gas released by heated oil 
shale. 

('ontainmeiu of Nuclear Kxplimioii* 

"Containment" is jargon for the tech
nique of keeping underground the gases 
released from rock by nuclear explosions. 
Although the bulk of it is not radioactive, 
this gas can sweep radioactive gases and 
solid particles to the surface, creating a 
possible health and safety hazard to 
workers in the area. Under certain wind 
conditions, the rapidly released radio
active gas may be swept across interna
tional boundaries, thus violating inter
national agreements. In the past, 
containment failure has occurred in two 
ways: dynamic venting and seepage. 

Dynamic venting is the rapid loss of 
hot gas, mostly steam, during the first 
30 aln or so after a nuclear explosion. 
This kind of venting occurs mostly through 
a few fissures that may or say not have 
been present before the explosion. 

The scaled depth of burial is perhaps 
the most important factor in preventing 
dynamic venting. Experience has shown 

that explosions will generally be con-
1/1 tained at scaled depths of >120W ' 

meters, where W is the yield in kilotons.* 
Dynamic venting cannot occur in a dry 

silicate rock free of carbonates and other 
volatile materials because all the gas is 
condensed ro a liquid at temperatures of 
about 3000*C. Cooling to 3000*C is rapid 
because of the loss of heat by radiation 
to the surrounding cooler rock. 

In an experiment named Salmon, a 
nuclear explosion was detonated in pure 
salt. Because of the lack of volatile 
materials a vacuum was found when the 
cavity was drilled into.*' In contrast, 
an earlier nuclear explosion in a salt 
formation that contained beds of wet clay 
(the Gnome experiment) produced dynamic 

*In the International System of Units (SI), 
the unit for energy is the joule. A 1-kt 
nuclear explosion corresponds to 4.18 
* 1 0 1 2 J, or A.18 terajoules (TJ). 
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venting of ste;tr. for about it day .liter the '* exolosion. 
Just how ranch volatile material a rock 

can contain hefcre venting occurs is not 
well known even for an area as well studied 
as the Nevada Test Site. Presently, the 
testing of nuclear explosions is not con
ducted at sites containing core than about 
5 wt% CO- as carbonates. 

Inhomogeneities in rock, such as 
faults, joints, and bedding planes, jar. be 
natural zones of weakness, but close to 
the explosion they seem to be sealed by 
shock waves. It is very difficult to 
quantify the integrity of the rock at the 
site of an explosion. 

Emplacement engineering has been de
veloped to prevent dynamic venting in 
cases where the volatile-matter content of 
the rock is below established empirical 
Miaits. It has been difficult and expen
sive to learn to avoid dynamic venting 
due to failure of sterling and other man-
nade structures, particularly in the case 
of shallow low-yield explosions and in the 
case of explosions emplaced in tunnels. 
Gas leaks alr.-.g ciibli'̂  used to be common. 
They are avoided now by cabit- blocks, a 

From field expe: ier.ee we nave learned 
t-. avoid dyr.ar.ic ventinc a:;- seepage by 
:cstricting the sites o: rujlea.- explosions 
to certain families of rocks: rranlte, 
basalt, dry tuff, and low-volatile (low-
carbonate) alluvium. In order to apply 
what we have learned to oil shale* certain 
critics! fsctor* oust be considered, in
cluding the amount of rock hunted, the 
temperature t< which it is heated, and the 
duration of the heating^ These things 

ht-rivb oi .̂-ii--: '.y.i>: st,-.]?.. n^s lca*i> were 
generally • lo-* K.IK.S ii ;:as called steps. 

i(.:tip.'.gt: is t;.f .ill'- lo.sh ff cas to the 
atmosphere from tj.t- s.'tt- „f u rwrk-ar 
explosion, '.iie *.as i.-. at a tevi.tirsture 
below IQa°C and is probably composed mostly 
of CO,, ii?, ar.d •" \ the rjsi Z^:~.QT. r -.-

condensable t>asê  fo:j:id after nuclear ex
plosions in most kinds c: rc:k. A posi
tive £3S -pressure persists after a nuclear 
fixp'jsicn '.:heri nc".cc:-.der.5\::-Le cis is gen
erated. S.onie kinds of r-r.-k formations, 
particularly the low-density tuff and 
.illuviun at the Nevada Test Site, hsve 
large Intrinsic Lerr-e abilities and por-
i-sitit-. : i ±-JZ':\ cp.ses there are mai.y 
part:;** open to the surf.ice tr.r. :.:\':\ -chicr 
j;as car. flow if a gas pressure persists. 
Larue voluz.es of radioactive tras may dis-
pjaue the air in the rock formations and 
itself remain bilow the surface. The sir 
is not detected hecau -• it seeps out of 
the ground over a wide ar-:-a. When the 

volune of r.oncor.densable gas execei- tl-.e 
stcrajrr- volume—both the intrinsic --rid? 
in the rock and the :r.. :-../ void volume— 
seepage miv occur, dop*-iirsc on the 
perr.eabilicv o: t-.e rcrf: rr» sa^. 

together cr.Ftitute t̂ .e their.-, hi^t^r", 
which is probably the- least r,r.e-T. jspect of 
containment. '.-.V must "̂si? r'iu--~ r-.e .-i-rrunr 
and composition of c.is rt.lt̂ ned : rcr .• roc* 
subjected to 3 rertair. rlver-d*. i.i-.crv. 
This is called the "volatile yield of he 
rock." From these rv. fa^t^rs -.."e can 
estimate the ijt.tl am:—.-.t o** >-.:< produced. 

To estimate the gas pressure, we rcust 
,*now (1) ti.e vaid volume available undr*x-
jrouii'J for the gas, '.Z) the temperature of 

^aii 4!oiiltiiiiiii4*iii in Oil Shalt- Ifr Vrvdu-u-ii'i 
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the gas in this void, and (3) the perme
ability of the surrounding rock. If the 
gas pressure exceeds the lithostatic pres
sure for very long, fracture of th«* rock 
vill'probably occur. (This is the basis —-_. 
for using fluid pressure to crack rock in 
oil and gas production.) A gas pressure 
higher than the hydrostatic pressure may be 
safe in one rock but lead tc displacement 
of water and gas release in another. 

The oil shale in the Piceance Creek 
Basin in Colorado is very dense and im
permeable at the top of the Parachute Creek 

9 Member and at the edges of the basin. 
Deeper in the sane member, near the center 
of the basin, is a leached zone that nay 
be very permeable to gas, particularly if 
it is devatered (as it must be for retort
ing). At such a site a high gas pressure 
probably cannot develop. The feasibility 
o: fracturing oil shale by nuclear explo
sions will probably be tested at the edges 
of the basin, where the permeability is ".ow 
enough to prevent chimney flooding. At 
such sites the permeability may be toe low 
to allow chimney depressurizstion by sub
surface gas flow. In any case, we cannot 
be sure of the feasibility of fracturing 
oil shale by nuclear explosions until 
further well-instrumented containment ex
periments are conducted at the Nevada Test 
bite or elsewhere in an impermeable 
carbonate-rich rock, preferably a 
sarlstone. 

Ve can predict the storage volume 
available to the gas, at least the 
explosion-produced void volume, to within 
about 20%. However, we cannot predict the 
amount of gas that will be released by a 
nuclear explosion with nearly the same 
accuracy, partly because we are not certain 

about the Amount of rock hunted by a nu
clear cxplpsicr. cr the quantity o: pa.- re
leased by ,ro;:k̂  ?n heating. 

Vi»;;haye bt-er.̂ able to measure the amount 
of gas, mostly CO.., released by heat in the 
case of the tnree gas-stimulatio- nuclear 
experiments Uasbuggy, Rulison, and Sio 
Blanco./ In the case of b.?th Gasbuggy and 
Sulisoh, early estimates of the total 
amounts of CO. based on measurements of t;ie 
concentrations of *-adioactive gas tracers 
have subsequently been confirmed by obser
vations of actual gas production. In the 
Kio Blanco experiment, the amount of gas 
released has been calculated from measure
ments of the concentrations of gas tracers, 
but the gas production to date has been 
limited. 

The yield of volatile matter from Ri; 
Blanco rocks has been measured by labora
tory pyrolysis experiments. By comparing 
cho. amount of gas relased by laboratory 
pyrolysis to the amount of pyrolysis-
produced gas found after the explosion, we 
•jve estimated the amount -̂f rock heated 
and degafsed by the explosion. These 
measurements tend to confirm the theoreti
cal model for the thermal history of nu
clear explosions presented in Section IV. 

Recent attempts to predict and measure 
the amount of gas released by nuclear ex
plosions at the N'evada Test Site have been 
disappointing. The rocks are often very 
heterogeneous, making prediction difficult. 
Large variations in gas-tracer concentra
tion J have been observed between samples 
taken from the sane hole. Postexplosion 
gas samples withdrawn from tubes amplaced 
before the explosions indicate that the 
radioactive tracer gases are not uniformly 
nixed with the gas released from the rock 
by tht heat of th« explosion. 



Thri'ituif IliMorv 

The heating and melting oi :<.c\ by 
nuclear explosions have ret:. r«.-". :t-v.rd 
elsewhere. Butkovich J ha.-= .*jjCJijtt-d 
the temperature rî t- as a ftzr.* 12or. of uit-
tance for a nucUar expJosio:: of given 

yield in silicait rock of various densi
ties. His vcrk was based 0:1 experimental 
Hugcniot-type {shock) density- ssnure 
measurements. 

A low-density (i.e.» porous) silicate 
rock attenuates the shock cf an explosion 
in a shorter distance than does a high-
density ;.ior.porous) rock of the same type. 
Knowing the siting point of a rock, 
Butkovich calculated the distance out 
to which reck is melted by the passage of 
a shock as a function of preshot rock den
sity. Out if this point the rock :s 
heated by the rl-ock to temperatures above 
the melting point- Fros the heat capacity 
of rock, the heat of nelting, and other 

data, Butkovich calculated the total CLS:.-
tity of heat intially deposited in rocks 
at the melting point ar.c above as a frac
tion of the total explosive energy. He 
concludes that i: L~ this fraction that is 
available tc. heat additional rock to the 
netting point. It is this quantity of heat 
that ve ss=ur.~ to be available \? ::ea: oil 

shale, as shown Ister. First we rr-st esti-
nate the energy fractionation for oil shale 
fron calculations for silicate rock. 

The assumption is made that it is the 
porosity o: a rock, rariier than cc-nsity, 
that deter~ir.es the initial disposition of 
shock-wave energy. Table 1 shows 
Butkovich's data for a silicate rock with 
the sane relting point as oil shale 
(--l^OCC).* The data were tabulated by 

12 *Jackson round that cil shale fros tr.e 
Piceance Creek Basin started to rt-s3t at 
afceut 13 50 CC and was cosoletelv nelted at 
1227«C. 

E:iect of silicate-roc 
explosion depositee by 
(l-^O'C). 

;; ciensity en the traction of energy o: a 4.18-TJ nuclear 
vhpek in rock at temperatures above the melting pcir.t 

Density 1 Porositv 3 Er.c-rg;;.' fraction 
deposited 

3.* 
1.6 
1.3 
2.0 
2.2 
2.4 
2.6 
2.8 

50.0 
42.8 
35.7 
28.5 
21.4 
14.3 
7.1 
0 

Voluzie percent porosity - lOOtl - (e/2.S)J. The crystalline densities of quartz 
diorlte and granite ar* 2.8 and -2,7, respectively. 
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Fig. 2. The higher the porosity of a rock, 
the greater the fraction of the 
explosive energy of a n xlear 
explosion that is taken to heat 
rock to melting temperatures and 
above. Shown here is the relation 
for a rock with the melting tem
perature of oil shale (1200*C). 

Butkovich in terms of density and energy 
fractionation normalized to. a 4.18-TJ ex
plosion. The porosity was calculated from 
the density. Figure 2 is a plot of energy 
fractionation versus rock porosity. 

Although oil shale is a very porous 
rock, most of Its pores are filled with 
kerogen. (The bulk density of oil shale 
decreases from 2.4 to l.B as the amount of 
kerogen increases from a few percent to 
34 wt£.) We know chat kerogen is less com
pressible Chan air, but more compressible 
than void-free (solid) rock. The shock 
heating of a rock in which sone fraction o1" 
the pores is filled with water (or kerogen) 
haif not yet b-jen calculated. 

For a rough approximation, a kerogen-
filled pore in the inorganic matrix of oil 
shale is assumed to have the same heating 
effect on shock compression as a pore of 
half CM volume filled with gas. Because 
the density of kerogen is approximately 

1.0 g/cr and the ,U*:i*:itv ,>: ••.. inorsj-i* 
part of oil shale i- »»S"JI .:,<-. £.\~ '. a:: 
oil shale containing 5 vt'. V-i-rô *'. • .r.it.iir.s 
about 12 vol' keroj;on. The &f:ev: • .r.e 

kerogen-filled pores or. dhock hcati'A^ in 
this example is assumed to *•*» the tare an 
that of a porosity of (, volt, 1.? cine.-* the 
weight percent of kerogen. 

Th<= gas-filled-pore voluce of the oil 

shale from the .Mahogany Zone of the Plceance 
Creek Basin in Colorado is abwut 3S, ac-

13 wording to laboratory saturation and con-
14 

pression measurements. Since the satura
te jn method measures only interconnected 
pores, the results tend to be minimum 
values. The saturation method apt lied to 
11 samples gave an interconnected-porosity 
range from 0.2 to 122, with an average of 
i.9%. The compression method consisted of 
measuring the net volume change of oil 
shale as a result of static compression to 
4 GPa (40 kbar) followed by release to 
0.1 MPs- The average volume decrease 
corresponded to a loss of poroticy of 
2.b% (the range for five samples was 0.6 
to U.UY. porosity). 

These laboratory determinations of 
porosity should probably be considered t^ 
be maximum values because the oil-shal? 
samples may have partly dried our during 
handling before the measurements wtre made. 
They may not rt^resenr the porosity of cil 
shale in .situ, particularly that o: oi: 
shale below the water table. 

The percent porosity of oil shale that 
is effective in inc: ling the localized 
shock heating, called the effective poros
ity P , is prohably in the range 

P - 1.2 (--tS! kerogen) + (2 ± 1). (1) 



.i*;. v.i .: i:;»- rf i: i • •_•. •• :.-* :;«..•c-js.iry to 

a.so, vl" cours-. . -•. : . i v ::.< V.. r.yt-- e*.::-
to:: i ^ j ; 4 ' • the volatility o - th.. r:er-

t.'uitt. '.:.< ri.*:.t-: li.c oil shalv, the r.ore 
'.v.-'.'a'.v :.;:iir:j: it .. or.tair.t-.t and the cert 
lively f.a: containment vould be a problem. 

slcri in the ?i;^3:::e i.'reek basin." v, dis
cuss the composition c' oil shale at some 
sites that seem SLituble for a nuclear 
oy.p". jsion. At this point i* *-iu.st be ncted 
th„c th*:n .ire many such sites vi«e., 
-i-t-.*- containing 5 wt'. 'M:;.C(-I and less). 
The effextivv sores icy of an .. :- sna't 
cr-tainin^ fi vr* k««rcgen is, by l'i(. .11. 

to '- . According tc >":-. 2, the :r.-.c-
'•ion . the energy of a nuclear explosion 
.i'.j.i-.i:-i- for degassing and melting a 
-halt- with f i In this rar..k If 0.3 t ^.05. 
*or a r.crlear t-:-:pJesion of yield '.', in ar. 
. ;1 sh;;le ,-3nta-:iir.g "• vt':- t.croton, the 
^•-antitv of heat .i\;;ila*i.e to :.L\-it shale. 

The .....;. st ion is carried cut in a 
'*.;•• that to .. certain extent simulates the 
t-ViTits :"c;- '••••:ng an underground nuclear 
..•xpio.-ii.-r.. -ir.-:t the mass of oil shale 
*.*:at c^r, b.- melti-i •••- '; IF .'-i 1 cu i at ed . *e 
/.no*** : rom e>:pe,rime::tai c*jservat;cr.= that 
••.'her. oil shale is. melted it lcs<rs all of 
thy i..1-., rrcm carbonates. Zr. this case we 
muat take into account net only the heat 
necessary for i-isier. (I;:,.) but als-c the 
heat that will be consumed by the decompo
sition of carbonates (~::̂ >. The zone in 
which melting occurs is called zone 1. 

i'n«? i» inclined tc think of these 
zones as certain velur:*? if rock having 
-.1 certain Kene-al snap (e.e. t spherical 
t-heiis). However, because we are uncer
tain about chimney formation, rubble 
size, and the like, it is best to consider 
t-'r -.cv.bs <is simply a certain amount of 
rack in a certain temperature interval. 
The total r.ac^ of oil shale that csn be 
jreitfi ^M, -' "nv ^ quantif- of heat 0 is 
formulated -"•=; follows: 

= (0.3 0.05) V. C) 
'7'. t 

In. oider to estimate the total amount 
of £as released by a nuclear explosion, ve 
must estimate the amounts of rock heated to 
various tempei3L.jres. In d-ing this we 
assume that the only heat d-aild'cl-:* to 
raise the temperature of *. m rock is (j. 
The amount of Gil snale th.il can be heated 
to some temperature I by this quantity of 
heat depends on the heat capacity of the 
oil shale, the ambient temperature, and 
all the varioi'* heats of transitions (e.g., 
melting and decomposition) that oil shale 
undergoes vhen heated. 

X. - mass of oil shale in zone 1. the 
r.ass that can be heated to 1200e'C 
an<: melted by Q. 

T f l * ambient temperature. 3n°C. 

T • melting temperature, 1200°C. 
C * heat capacity, assumed to be 

constant, -^1.04 J/g-*C (0.25 cal/ 
B-'C). 
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released at the temperature of 
zone 1 (F. is a parameter deter
mined by experiment, as discussed 
under "Release of Gas from Heated 
Oil Shale"). At the melting tem
perature of oil shale* F 1 = 1. 
It decreases to 0 at about 300°C. 

K = weight fraction of CO., in the oil 
shale. It will be shown that an 
average value for oil shale is 0.15. 

-iH - heat required to release C0„ from 
the carbonates in oil shale. 
According to our x-ray diffraction 
measurements, the principal reaction 
in oil shale that liberates CO, on 
long-term heating is the reaction 
between dolomite and quartz to form 
diopside : 

The heat required for reaction (4) is 

£H r_ 4 = 1.77 kJ/z C0 2 (423 cal/g C0 2) .._ 

The exact reaction depends on the mineral 
composition of the shale. A shale con
taining only calcite will release C0_ by 

13 the reaction 

CaC0„ + SiO- •* CaS103 (vollastonite) (5) 

The heat required for reaction (5) is 

-H 5 = 2.00 kJ/g C0 2 (447 cal/g C0 2) 

about 334 J/g (80 cal/g of oil 
shale), 

r.i calculating the amount of oil .shale 
heated to other flower) temperatures, the 
assumption is made that additional oil 
shale is added to the melted rock by col
lapse, "blowoff," ana the like, ir. such a 
way that the temperature is kept nearly 
uniform. This assumption will not hold if 
large blocks of oil shale Jail into the 
hot region, as they will not be heated 
uniformly except after a long time. For 
this reason the amount of rock that is 
heated to soî e temperature calculated by 
the method outlined here night be consid
ered a maximum. 

The mass of oil shale heated to tem
peratures below the melting point is cal-
culattd in 100°C temperature zones. In 
zone 2, which extends from 1050 to 1150°C, 
the average temperature T„ is 1100°C. The 
mass of oil shale in zone 2 is 

Ql - H1,C0, " Hr 
(6) 

/ C d l + F.K AH p 2 r 

Here the term M. __ AH is the amount of 
i,LU2 r 

energy \ost due to the decomposition of 
C0 ? in the preceding zone (M. -,. is the 
mass of C0 ? lost in zcne 1), F„ is the 
fraction of the total carbonate C0 2 in the 
oil shale in zone 2 released at the tem
perature of zone 2, and the other terms 
are as defined in Eq. (3). The term AH. 
does not appear in any zone after zone 1 
because no additional oil shale is melted. 

For any zone i except zone 1 

"l-l " "l-l.CO, i H r 
(7) 

C C 1ST + F..K AH 
P i r 



On the basis, of economic considera
tions, it appears that -an acceptable 
explosive yield for oil recovery ii. the 
Ficeanco Creek Basin is roughly 418 T.J. 

For such an explosion, Q, by Eq. (2), is 
equal to 125 TJ. Talile 2 shows the 
amount of oil shale, containing 15 vt% 

C0 ? and 5 vt% kerogen, th£-t can be heated 
to various temperatures by a 418-TJ explo
sion. It also shows the energy lost by 
the release of C0 o as veil as the amount 
of CO- released per zone, as explained in 
the next section. Figure 3 is a bar graph 
of the mass of oil shale heatea to various 
temperatures. 
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Amount of oil shale heated to 
various temperatures by a 418-TJ 
nuclear explosion. Ambient tem
perature is assumed to be 30 CC, 
and the shale contains 15 vtX 
CO2 and 5 wt/f kerogen. 

Table 2. Amount of oil shale, containing 5 wt2 kerogen and 15 wt% CC7 as carbonates, 
heated to various temperatures by a 416-TJ nuclear explosion and the amount 
of CO2 released. 

Zone 

Temperature 
range 
<*C> 

Mass of shale 
in zone, M^ 

(109 C-gi 
Ml - Jq.j. 
(10* Gg) F.a 

1 

Incremental 
CO? . 

released 
(10? Gg) 

Energy 
lost by 

CO? release 
~<TJ) 

Energy 
available 

In 
each zone 

(TJ) 

1 1150-1250 69.0 69.0 1.0 10.4 18.3 125.4 
2 1050-1150 77.7 8.7 1.0 1.30 2.31 107.1 
3 950-1050 82.2 4.5 1.0 0.680 1.20 104.8 
4 850- 950 87.B 5.6 1.0 0.84 1.49 103.6 
5 750- 850 96.0 8.2 0.99 1.22 2.15 102.1 
6 650- 750 108.0 12.0 0.86 1.55 2.75 99.9 
7 550- 650 138.4 30.4 0.41 1.87 3.31 97.1 
8 450- 530 183.9 45.5 0.08 0.55 0.97 93.8 
9 350- 450 241.2 57.3 0 0 0 92.8 
19 250- 350 330.5 89.3 0 0 0 92.8 

Fraction *£ the total (carbonate) CO* in the oil shale in zone 1 released at the 
temperature of zone i {Fig. 5). 9 6 

blhe total amount of C0 2 released (the sum of this column) is 18.4 * 10 g, or 418 * 10 
moles. 



Release vi Gas from Hvaleil Oil Shalc 

In the preceding section an estimate 
was made of the amount of shale heated to 
various temperatures by a nuclear explo
sion. This section deals with the amount 
of gas released by oil shale when it is 
heated. 

Oil shale contains three components 
that yield volatiles: water, kerogen, and 
carbonates. When oil shale is heated, gas 
is released at temperatures from 100 to 
12D0"C. Up to about 250"C, the principal 
gas released is steam. From 250 to 530*C, 
kerogen is converted to hydrocarbon gas 
and char. Most of this hydrocarbon gas 
will condense to oil If It is cooled. 
The remaining gas is H^, CH^, other light 
hydrocarbons, CO^, and CO. At tempera-
atures above about 530"C, carbonates 
decoapose, releasing CO-. The equilibrium 
C0_ pressures that can be generated by the 
thermal decomposition of carbonates in oil 
shale are bhown as a function of tempera
ture and carbonate mineralogy in Fig. 4. 
At temperatures above 800*C, CH^ and other 
hydrocarbons decompose to solid carbon 
(char) 3nd hydrogen. Also above about 
BOO'C, carbon oay be gasified by reactions 
with CO, or H 20. 

A series of experiments and calcula
tions have been made to determine the 
amount of gas that Is liberated from oil 
shale by these various processes. This 
work is presented in a complementary 
report. Samples of rich and lean oil 
shale vere heated in closed vessels at 
various temperatures and pressures for 
various times, and the amount and composi
tion of gas released were measured. The 
decompositions of kerogen and carbonates 
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Fig. 4. Equilibrium CO2 pressure for the 
thermal decomposition of calcite 
(CaC03), dolomite [CaMgtCO^K 
and mixtures of calcite, quartz 
(5102), and wollastonite (CaSi03). 
Pressures that can be generated 
by the thermal decomposition of 
the mixture of dolomite and sili
cates in oil shale probably are 
between the curves for dolomite 
and wollastonite. 

were more or less independent of each 
other. In other words, the fraction of 
the total carbonates decomposed after a 
certain amount of time at some temperature 
is about the sane for rich or lean oil 
shale. The same is true for kerogen de
composition. The results are shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6. 

The thermal decomposition of the car
bonates in Green River oil shale is shown 
in Fig. 5. Curve A is for oil shale 
heated in its own decomposition products 
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Fig. 5. The fraction of carbonates in 
oil shale decomposed after 
heating for—1000 hours, ."he 
broken curve represents steatn-
enhanced low-terperature 
decomposition. 

for •V1Q00 hours. Curve S is an estimate 
of the low-temperature enhancement of 
carbonate decomposition by steam at high 
pressures. Such conditions are possible 
In the ca.se of limited or delayed chimney 
collapse. 

Figure 6 is an estimate of the amount 
of noncondensable {dry) gas that cay he 
produced from the kerogen in Green River 
oil shale, depending on the environment in 
which it is heated. For example, if oil 
shale is heated to 1200"C and kept at that 
temperature, most of the kerogen will form 
oil (if there is a cool place for it to 
condense) and char; the amount cf gas re
leased is 3hown by curve A-B. If oil 
shale is heated to 1200°C and there is no 
place for oil to condense, the hydrocarbon 
gas will be completely pyrolyzed to char 
and hydrogen (curve A-C). It is also 
probable that the char will react with C0 2 

from the decomposition of carbonates to 
form CO (curve A-D). If an abundant sup-

200 -

c 150 -

100 -

1 ' 1 ' ! ' 1 ! 
1 

_ < * - = 
- E / 

- / 5^ "-^ 

- / c • -
-

" A . . — * * ^ 8 -
^f , 1 , 1 . ! , I 

600 800 1000 
Temperature —" C 

1200 

Fip. 6. Amount of noncondensable gas 
released by kerogen as a func
tion of temperature. Curve 
A-B is for the case where the 
kerogen produces char and oil. 
The oil collects in the cool 
parr of the chimney, and the 
char avoids further cheisical 
reaction. Curve A-C represents 
the case where the kerogen is 
pyrolyzed to H2 and char at 
high temperatures, and thus 
no oil escapes. Curve A-D 
represents the reaction of 
char with CCo to form CO at 
high temperatures. Curve A-E 
is for the case where char 
reacts with steac to fore Hi 
and CO. 

ply of steam is present, char may react 
-'ith it to fore H 2 and 'JO (curve A-E). 

e possibilities are formulated in 
Table 3. 

Each curve in Fig, 6 is a model for 
various conditions that may prevail in the 
chimney after a nuclear explosion. It is 
possible that steam will contact hot char. 
Curve A-E Is used in conjunction with the 
thermal history (see "Thermal History") 
to estimate the maximum amount of gas 
that can be generated fay kerogen in oil 
shale heated to any given temperature. 
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Table 3. Gas generation by the pyrolysis and reactions cf kerot>€>;i. 

Model3 Formulation 

Net production of 
noncondensable gas, T «H200 #C 

(coles per kg of kerogen) 

A-E 

CH, 6 - C + <1.6/2)H, 

<3.6/2)H, 

58 
132 
205 

*See Fig. 6. 
Here CHj__g is used as an approximation for the composition of kerogen and C 

represents char. 

Sites (or u Nuclear Explosion in the 
Piceanee Creek Basin 

The best available sites for the 
application of nuclear explosions to the 
economic recovery of oil from shale seem 
to be directly below the rich beds of 
shale deep in the Parachute Creek Member 
of the Green River Formation. Collapse of 
the void blasted by the explosive will 
create a vertical cylinder of rubble in 
which retorting can be carried out. In 
order to evaluate the containment of the 
explosion-produced gases, we need to know 
the content of components that yield 
volatile*. 

Table 4 and Fig. 7 show the relation 
between the carbonate and the organic 
matter content of shale samples collected 
deep in the basin and fret" surface out
crops that probably represent lean zones 
within the formation. For comparison, the 
compositions of a suite of samples from the 
Anvil Points Mine and a sample of shale 
from the Mahogany Zone of upper Flceance 
Creek are also given. The C0 2 content was 

measured by the evolution of CO, gas when 
The amount of organic matter in the 

shale Is much more variable than the CO-
content. Thick zones containing less than 
10 wtS organic matter are common deep in 
the basin, and locations containing less 
than 5 vt% organic matter have been found 
immediately below rich shale; an example 
is a horizon 46 m thick along upper 
Ficeance Creek at the eastern side of the 
basin (see Fig. 7). 

The water content of fresh oil shale 
is probably in the range 1 to 3 vtZ re
gardless of the kerogen content. 
The amount of water reported in chemical 
analyses depends on the temperature to 
which oil shale is heated during the 
analyi.. 1 5" 1 7 

It appears that we can be assured of 
sites for nuclear explosions with about 
5 vt% organic matter; the carbonate CO-, 
content will be near 15 wtX, and che wacer 
content will be about 2 wt~. 
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Carbonate and organic natter content of oil-shale samples collected near the 
base of the Parachute Creek Member of the Green River Formation, the Anvil 
points Mine, and the Mahogany Zone of the Plceance Creek Basin, Colorado.* 

Depth (m) Organic ratter (wt%) 

M o Blanco E-01 640.1 to 670.6 9.49 
(composite 670.6 to 701.0 11.04 
samples) 701.0 to 731.5 12.26 

731.5 to 762.0 11.85 
762.0 to 792.5 10.43 
792.5 to 823.0 15.55 
823.0 to 853.5 14.64 

Bronco 561.4 to 793.4 16.1 
(composite 854.5 to 868.7 11.8 
saaples) 90B.3 to 929.7 9.93 

955.6 to 955.9 15.1 

Lean zone L-5, Surface out 12.25 
lover Plceance crops (15 n 
Creek chick) 

Garden Gulch Surface out
Formation, crops (15 Q 
lover Flceanc* thick) 11.3 
Creek 

Upper Piceance Surface out
Creek, lean crops (46 m 
zone thick) 13.6 

Anvil Points Mine Mahogany Zone 22.0 
13.8 
11.6 
22.0 
17.9 
13.5 

11.5 
10.0 
8.8 
3.6 
1.2 
1.9 
1.9 

18.0 
17.1 
6.9 
5.1 

2.9 

8.7 

1.2 
7.1 

25.8 
29.* 
15.9 
14.2 
24.0 

Mahogany Zone, 
upper Piceance 
Creek 14.1 18. 

.All unjlyse* were performed at IVL. 
nil vleld Is tenerally expressed as cations per con, which Is approxiaatelv 

CQual to 1,52 tlsws the organic content in wight percent.** 
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Sample locations 

R Rio Blanco. 640.1-B53.5 m UPC Upper Picejnce Creek, 46-m section 
- B Bronco. 561.4-955.9 m GG Garden Gulch 

A Anvil Points Mine L Lean zone L-5, 15-m section, lower 
M Mahogany Zone, upper Piceance Creek Piceance Creek 
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Organi'* matter content — wt% 
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Vclatile content of selected oil-shale samples from the Green River Fornatior. 
The weight percent of CO2 Is measured by the release of CO2 by acid. The 
variation in the organic content is greater than the variation in COT content. 
Sites deep in the basin containing less than 5 vt% organic naterial are 
ccrmon. 

Anmiini of \ o m o n den sable Gas Released from 
Typical Lean Oil Shale by a Nuclear Explosion 

has already been estimated in Table 1. The 
estimate was based on the amount of shale 
heated to various temperatures {Table 2 and 
~Ig. 3) and the experimental factor F, 
which is the fraction of the total amount 
of CO^ released as a function of tempera
ture Crig. 5). The total amount of CO-
released by a 418-TJ nuclear explosion from 
an oil shale containing 15 vtZ C0~ Is esti
mated to be 13.k * 10 9 g (418 * 10 6 moles). 

This estlaatc is ba«ed on curve A in 
"iz, 5. ~.f the steam pressure is high, 
C'S i •-. released at lower temperatures than 
without steaat as shown by curve B. The 
total aaount of C0 2 released in the pres

ence of steaa is 22 * 10 g, 163 more than 
the aaount released without steaa. Fig
ure 8 shows the total aaount of C0„ re
leased from each temperature zone, 
including the increment caused by steaia. 

The production of gas froa kerogen 
pyrolysis and reactions can also be esti
mated in a similar way. The aaount of r.on-
condensable gas releasor! per kilogram o: 
kerogen is given in Fig. 6. The various 
curves represent various models, as ex
plained under "Release of Gas from Heated 
Oil Shale." Curve A-E may be the appro
priate curve for lean oil shale. Tt 
represents the maximum amount of noncon-
densable gas that can be generated froa 
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Fig. 8. Amount of CfH released from an 
oil shale containing 15 wtS C02 
by a 418-T.T nuclear explosion. 
The stearn-enhanced release of CO2 
at low temperatures is indicated. 
\o CO2 is released by rocks 
heated to temperatures belou* 
-200 °C. 

kerogen. It takes into account the reac
tion of kerogen with steam at high tempera
tures to form H_ and CO. The total amount 
of noncondensable gas generated from kero
gen is estimated in Table 5. As before, a 
418-TJ explosion is considered, and th« 
first four columns in Tables 5 and 2 are 
the same. For convenience, an oil shale 
containing 1 wtS kerogen is assumed. The 
total amount of gas is 189 * 10 moles. 

In the case of lean shale, the amount 
of gas evolved from kerogen is probably 
proportional to the kerogen content. Typ
ical oil shale contains ?bout 15 WT.A CO., 

6 and 418 * 10 moles of CO- are released by 
a 418-TJ explosion. Kerogen can contribute 
more gas than the carbonates when the kero
gen content is in excess of 2.2 vt% 

(approximately 3.4 gal/ton as determined 
by Fischer assay, a standard distillation). 

Table 5 . Aaount of o i l s h a l e heated Co var ious temperatures by a 418-TJ nuclear 
e x p l o s i o n and amount of noncondensable gas r e l e a s e d from kcrogen i n an 
o i l s h a l e conta in ing 1 vt% kerogen. 

Zone 
Temperature 
range (*C) 

Mi 
(109 Gg) 

Ki - Mi- ! 
( 1 0 ' Gg) 

Gas 
evolved per 

kilogram 
of kerogen* 

( n o l e s ) 

Incremental 
increase in 
gas i n zone 
(106 n o l e s ) 

1 1150-1250 69 .0 6 9 . 0 195 134 

2 1050-1150 77.7 a.7 170 15 

3 950-1050 82 .2 4 . 5 120 5.4 

4 850- 950 87 .8 5 .6 78 4 .4 

5 750- 850 96 .0 8 .2 50 4 . 1 

6 650- 750 108.0 12 .0 35 4 . 2 

7 550- 650 138.4 30 .4 25 7.6 

8 4 5 0 - 550 183.9 '•5.5 14 6 .4 

9 350- 450 241 .2 57 .3 10 5 .7 

10 250- 350 330.5 89 .3 . 1.1 
189 

'From curve A-E in Fit,. 6. 
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('Iiimncv Size and T«iii|>L*r«lut*c* 

The pressure produced by the gas in the 
void volume created by a nuclear explosion 
depends on the temperature of the gas and 
the gas composition (gas compressibility). 
For the first few days, the temperature of 
the gas will dtpend mostly on the amount 
of nibble that is formed and the fraction 
of the heat of the explosion that is trans
ported to the rubble by the gas. At pres
ent we are not sure how nuch rubble will 
be formed by a nuclear explosion in oil 
shale. Estirates can be nade on the basis 
v£ available experience in other kinds of 
rock, as correlated by Butfcovich and 

18 Levis. They have obtained an empirical 
relation that suggests that the larger the 
void volume created by an explosion, the 
lower viil be the bulking factor and the 
more rubble vill fora until the rubble 
-."•1-j-an, the chinney, is bulked full. The 
relation is 

where B is the volume fraction of voids 
in the rubble column (bulking factor) and 
H. is the cavity radius in meters. A 
•429-T.T nuclear explosion at a depth of 
W s i* expected to create a sf -rical 
void abPj: 50 a in ra'fys. 1 8 **rom Eq. (8), 
;h* :-.;'.*/.!ne factor for the rubble created 
'•>•> the <*ol!.v»se *>f sue':: J spht-rical void 
Is 'j.lZi. The bulkinr factors estimated 
in thin u.ty jr# i-.vr.iK* values; gradients 
within a chimney TJV occur. 

There have beer, several nuclear axplo-
inr,< tii it produced rarities about SO at 

railu*. Baking factors of 0.07 *o 0.11 
v*r«? i-j3t"tl,ited from ?xaaure»ents of ci»i9*-

ney height and the voluoe ot subsidence 
craters in cases -here the chir.ney reached 
the sur:".ice. The only available data sug
gesting chimney bulking factors lower than 
0.18 are from subsidenee-crater-forr:in>; 
explosions in tuff and rhyolite. In these 
cases the bulking factor is calculated by 
subtracting the volume or the subsidence 
crater from the cavity volune «ni aasusiing 
that the difference is distributed in the 
chimney. (Chimneys are assumed to grow 
until they bulk full.) The intrinsic 
porosity of trrast tuffs and sone rhyolites 
is greater than 20%. When large explosion-
produced cavities in such rock collapse, 
some of the intrinsic porosity may be lost 
and the density of the rock stay increase. 
This nay either increase the chimney height 
or increase the volume of the subsidence 
crater. In such cases the calculated bulk
ing factors nay be correctly applied to a 
compressible or friable rock, but a model 
based on such kinds of rock cannot be 
extended to less compressible types of 
rock. 

Underground mining operations have been 
carried out in rhyolite and tuff at the 
Nevada Test Site and in oil shale in the 
Flceance Creek Basin. Tunnels in tuff and 
rhyolite, even a few meters wide, must be 
supported, whereas oil stele is xined by a 
rcoa-and-pillar technique in which the 
rooms are 10 m across. An unsupported span 
of 36.5 n was reached In oil shalo in the 
experimental mine at Anvil Poinds before 
collapse was observed, and even than the 
collapse served only to Rive the test r̂ nr. 

19 an arched ceiling. Hence extensive SJM-IV 
taneous collapse of the cavity produce.' !->• 
a nuclear explosion in oil shale cannot *-e 
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= 200 -

2 4 6 8 10 
Chimney height — R 

The relation between chimney 
height., expressed in terms of 
cavity radii, and chimney tem
perature for three fractions of 
the explosive energy transmitted 
to the chimney hv hizh-pressure 
gas. Explosive yield 418 TJ, 
cavity radius (Rc) 50 m„ 

Assured. We do not know how ouch rubble 
vlll be produced by a nuclear explosion ±a 

oil shale. 
The more rubble produced, the acre 

rapidly vill the gas be cooled* decreasing 
the likelihood of high pressures. On the 
other liand, the taller the chianey, the 
closer to the surface the gas pressure can 
act, 90 that even relatively low pressures 
m y cause trouble. In subsequent parts of 
this report we consider the effects of 
chianey height on gas pressure and contain
ment* Chimney height is expressed in teres 
of cavity radius aeasured froa the location 
of the explosive. 

Figure 9 shows -he temperature rise of 
the chianey as a function of chimney 
height, for various fractions of the explo
sive energy distributed throughout the 
chianey as heat. Estlaates of the fraction 
of the explosive energy ending up as heat 
in the rubble in the chianey range froa 
0.25 to 0.5. These estlaates are based on 
the observed teaperature of the gas pro
duced front tht Casbuggy chianey and esti-

20 aates of chimney size. As the chimney 
height increases, the tenperature rise 
decreases as a particular fraction of the 
explosive energy is deposited in the chim
ney as heat. This is shown in Fig. 9. 
For example, if the ambient tenperature is 
30*C and half the explosive energy becomes 
heat in a chimney 3R high, the chimney 
temperature will be 285*C (255*C above 
ambient temperature). If one-fourth of the 
explosive energy is in the chimney, the 
temperature will ia 160*C. For a fixed 
amount of gas in the chimney, the differ
ence in pressure between these two cases 
will be proportional to the rati i of the 
absolute temperatures: 

285 -*- 273 
160 + 273 ' 1.3. 

For a chianey height of 4* , this ratio 
decreases to 1.2; at 5* . it is 1.1. c 
Thus th.t precise energy fractionation is 
important only for a chianey height of 
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leaa than about 4R . A chimney height of 
'cis than 4R ia probably unlikely. In 
the pressure estimations presented in the 

next section, one-fourth of the explosive 
energy is assuned to be in the chimney as 
heat. 

Gut) Presslli? 

The pressure of gas resulting from a 
nuclear explosion in oil shale can be esti
mated by -means of the equation 

ZnRT/V, (9) 

where Z is the compressibility factor for 
the gas. It is approximately equal to 
unity for H-, CH^, and CO over the range 
of temperatures and pressures of interest. 
The compressibility factor for COj is shown 
in Fig. 10. 2 1 At 50*C, for example, 
Z - 0.B2 for CO, at a pressure of U MPa. 
The other terms in Eq. (9) are defined as 
follows: n is the soles of C0 2 (Table 2) 
plus moles of gas from fcerogen (Table 5); 
T is the gas temperature in kelvins, giver. 
as a function of R in Fig. 9, assuming 25X 
of the energy of the explosion heats the 
chimney (add 30*C for ambient temperature); 
?. is the gas constant (B2 cm -atra/moie-K); 
and V is the vc" ' volume in the chimney, 
assisted to be equal to the cavity volume: 

V - 4 - (50 m)3 

- 5.23 * 10 5 m 3 

11 3 - 5.23 * 1 0 " em

it is convenient to consider the C0 2 

partial pressure in the chianey indepen
dently of the other case* for a co»?re«ei-
bility factor can be applied to C02 

100 150 200 250 
temperature — C 

Ftp. 10, The compressibility ?f Cn? as a 
function of tenpe-atur** and 
pressure. When the part in] 
pressure of CO2 in the c.^ in 
the chinney is preatr-r than 
about u MPa and the chimney 
temperature is less than about 
100°C, the chimney pressure 
will be less than the pressure 
calculated by the ideal-tyjs 
lav. 

independently of the other gases in the 
chimney. 

As ?n example, the C0 ? partial pressure 
in a large chimney is calculated. This 
represents a lev pas temperature and a com
pressibility factor as different from unity 
as is probable. If R * 10, the chtsmey 
temperature will be 55*C (328 K). The 
astount of CO, Cn C Q ) is about 415 >• 10 

soles. Assuming Z • 1: 

'co 2 * < z * " C o 2
T ) / v 

*1.57 x io" 1 0 nT, 



*(1.57 ' 10":0)<*18 x 106)(32d) 

21.5 atm 

- 2.15 MPa. (10) 

According to Fig. 10, the compressibility 
factor for CO, at a CO- partial pressure of 
2.15 MPa and a temperature of 55*C is about 
0.91. This value Is used to inprove the 
estimate of the C0 2 partial pressure: 

P - :.15(0.91) 

Figure 11 shows the partial pressure of CO^ 

in the chimney calculated in this way. 
The pressure of kerogen-derived gas it* 

the chimney can be estimated in a similar 
way. However, since this gas is not as 
compressible as C0 2, the compressibility 
factor can be ignored. According to 
Table 5, a 418-TJ nuclear explosion will 
release 189 x 10 noles of gas from oil 
shale containing 1 vt2 kerogen. The pres
sure produced by this gas will depend on 
the chimney height and the kerogen. cont-
tent, as shown in Fig. 12. (The chioaiey 
is assumed to be heated by 25% of the 
explosive energy.) 

1.96 W a . 

— c. 
i 

! 

Chimney height - R c 

Fl|t. 11. Partial pressure of CO; In the 
chianey Mtinited for the case 
of a 418-TJ expiation in o i l 
shale containing 15 vtZ con
cavity radius 50 =. S S K I B B -
pyrolysts xa* not included. 
One-fourth of the explosive 
energy la assuaed to he. t the 
rubble in the chianey. 

20 
— r I - i- | - i | 1 ' 

15 i -

10 \ -

5 

t 

-

t 

X « ^ 2% " 
n t 1 . 1 , 1 1 i 

2 4 6 
Chimney height -

10 

Fig. 12. Pressure of noncondensable gas 
released by pyrolysis and reac
tions of keropen in oil shale as 
a function of chimney height 
(chimney temperature) and kero
gen concent (indicated by the 
percentages on the curves). Cne-
fourth of the explosive energy 
Is assumed to be in the chimney. 
Char is assumed to react with 
steam at temperatures above 
about in.00*C. 
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The gas pressure resulting from a 
nuclear explosion in oil shale can be esti
mated. How is this pressure related to 
containment? Most of the studies on con
tainment have been concerned with short-
term dynamic effects. We have not had 
experience with a sustained gas yvessure 
because rur work was conducted under condi
tions where (1) little noncondensable gas 
was generated (ace Fig. 1) or (2) the gas 
that was generated, mostly from carbonates 
in permeable rocks, escaped from the chim
ney and was retained underground by air 
displacement. 

W* need to know what sustained fluid 
pressure can be tolerated at depth without 
cracking rock. It is common practice to 
use fluid pressure at depth to crack rock 
to aid in the recovery of oil and gas. 
Fluid pressures in the range of 1.2 to 1.5 
times the llthoatatic pressure are used to 
initiate fracture, and then fluid pressures 
below the lithostaeic pressure ( 0.6 times 
the lithostatic pressure) are sustained to 
extend the fracturing. 

A reasonable way to begin evaluating 
the containment of a nuclear explosion is 
to compare the estimated gas pressure to 
the lithostatic and hydrostatic pressures 
at the top of the chimney, for that is the 
point nearest the surface where the pres
sure is applied. Figure 13 shows the depth 
to the top of the chimney for a 418-TJ 
explosion at 823 m based on a cavity radius 
of 50 m. Figure 14 shows the lithostatic 
and hydrostatic pressures ** a function of 
chimney height expressed in terms of cavity 
radii. Figure 15 contains the same infor
mation and. in addition, shows the gas 

800 

700 -

600 -

500 -

400 -

300 
" 2 4 6 8 10 

Chimney height — R c 

Fig. 13. Depth to the top of the chimne" 
for a 418-TJ explosion at 823 m, 
assuming a cavitv radius of 
50 m. 

4 6 
Chimney height - R c 

Fig. 14. JU'ciostatic and hydrostatic 
pr^isurcs at the cop of a 
shiwmey as a function of chimney 
height. Based on a 50-m cavity 
-radius resulting from a 418-TJ 
explosion at a depth of 823 m. 
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pressure resulting from a 41S-TJ nuclear 
explosion in oil shales containing 15 wt* 
CO- and 2, 4, and 6 wtZ kerogen. This 
figure shows that the gas pressure for the 
case of 2 vtZ kerogen more or less follows 
the hydrostatic pressure, independently of 

Nuclear explosions deep in the Piceance 
Creek Basin will generate a long-term gao 
pressure lower than the hyd ostatic pres
sure if the kerogen content of the shale 
near the site of th* explosion is less than 
2 wt'4+ In this context* "near" means close 
enough to be heated by the explosion. 

Q 

About 330 * 10 g of oil shale can be 
heated to 300*C add above by a 418-TJ ex
plosion, as shown in Table 2. The 
volatile-natter content of oil ihale, par
ticularly the kerogen content, within about 
30 m of the location of the explosive is of 
importance to containment. It is the oil 
shale within this distance that nay be 

rii-. 35. Total IMS pressure- for a 418-TJ 
nuclear explosion in .-in oil shale 
containir.}:, 35 vt"-' CO2 as a func
tion or chinney heieht and kero-
sen content (indicated fay the 
peive.:taees on the curves). 

the chiijiey height over the range of 2R 
to 10R^. The pressure at the top of the 
chimney approaches the lithostatlc pres
sure only in the case of both high chim
neys (>10R ) and kerogen concentrations in 
excels of 6 vt%. 

heated to about 300aC and above and may 
produce gas* 

One of the most important, and least 
certain, assumptions made in this work is 
the high-temperature pyrolysls of kerngen 
to hydrogen and the reaction of the remain
ing char with steam. Soae&:perhaps a large 
fraction, of the kerogen nay fonr- hydrocar
bon vapors, which can condense in the 
cooler parts of the chinney. Even the ker
ogen In oil shUe heated to 1200*C nay 
escape complete t*vrolytls to hydrogen and 
char, depending on the rate at which it is 
heated. We also cannot be certain that, 
sufficient steam will be available to reset 

Conclusions and Rvt'omnietidalions 



with char. This is particularly true as 
the kerogen content increases. One cannot 
assume chat a nuclear explosion in oil 
shale containing 3.0 wt^ kerogen will nro-
duce twice as much gas as an explosion in 
shale containing 5 wt% kercgen. 

The assumption has been made that no 
gas leaks out of the chimney. Some gas 
leakage is probable, particularlv in the 
leached nones in the :*asin. The maximum 
gas pressure that can be sustained will 
depend on the relative rates of gas loss 
and gas generation. In subsequent work on 
containment in oil shale, specific sites 
should '••- considered and the gas perraeabil-
itv -rG..-i:red in order to take gas leakage 
;:i: r> jccount. 

We can m-ike some estimates of the rate 
of gas liberation. From 50 to 70Z of the 
i ital am-unt of noncondensable gas comes 
rom rock that is melted (T »1200°C). The 
r- least1 of gas from melted rock is rapid. 
but we do not know for how lont. a time 
•ifter a nuclear explosion additional rock 
is being melted. Ve need to learn more 
3 out the length of time rocks are heated 
:.• various temperatures by a nuclear explo

sion. A.-tu.il t' ":;vraturc reasTireritr.t.-: .!.:.: 
moJelin;- cf th* hear fT.>i: in the v:..-::.'ty 
oi nuclear explosions arc needed, parricv.-
larly in the case of explosions with yields 

in excess of 200 TJ in relatively dry rock. 
Soir.e insight into the thermal history 

of nuclear explosions has come from the 
analysis of gas samples collected at vari-
ious places and ti:nes after nuclear explo
sions. The amount and compositiun of the 
gas observed after explosions have been 
compared to the amount and composition of 
gjses released by heating samples of the 
same rock in the laboratory. This approach 
has been particularlv useful in the recent 

3 Rio Blanco experiment. 
A containment experiment designed to 

simulate the unusual features of a nuclear 
explosion in oil shale is essential. Such 
an experiment would be carried out in a 
gas-generating but impermeable rock. The 
experiment would be instrumented to measure 
pressure, temperature, and to sample gases 
as a function of time. The rock should be 
a fine-grained mixture of silicates and 
carbonat.es (e.g., marlstcne) to simulate 
the irreversible gas release by carbonates 
in oil shale. 
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